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We thank Pattou, Daoudi and Baud for their interest in our work, as well as for their complementary work, on intestinal absorption of ingested glucose after Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB). Based on their recent data obtained with a minipig model of RYGB, they claim this bariatric surgery to affect postprandial glucose metabolism primarily by modulating sodium-glucose intestinal cotransport. They further propose this hypothesis as an “alternative explanation” of our previous data obtained in a rat model and in human subjects who underwent RYGB surgery.

First of all, and contrary to what is stated in the above Letter, we never concluded in Cavin et al. that “RYGB does not modify the uptake of ingested glucose”. Our ex vivo studies on intestinal transport revealed that greater amounts of ingested glucose remain within the Roux limb mucosa, as shown by increased luminal glucose uptake and increased SGLT-1 activity when compared to sham rats. In vivo, such a retention may result in a reduced transfer of ingested glucose to the blood.

While Baud et al. explored glucose transport in an elegant model of RYGB, a direct comparison with sham minipigs would have been even more informative. Such a comparison would allow distinguishing whether the observed variations of glucose transport are proper to RYGB surgery or just representative of the effect of bile and NaCl on physiological glucose absorption.

The major conclusion of Baud et al. is that the meal-derived glucose was absorbed only in the common intestinal limb where food meets bile and other gastrointestinal fluids. However, in their clamping experiment of RYGB minipigs, glycemia increases from 95 to 115 mg/dL (i.e., +20 mg/dL) when glucose is held in the Roux limb, while glycemia increases from 115 to 140 mg/dL (i.e., +25 mg/dL) when glucose reaches the common intestinal limb. This result clearly indicates that glucose is absorbed – and transferred to the blood – not only in the common intestinal limb but also in the Roux limb.

As far as the essential role of sodium in intestinal glucose transport claimed by Baud et al., it is mainly based on two observations in their minipig model of RYGB. First, they did not detect any sodium in the Roux limb. The lack of data in the duodenum and jejunum of fasted (sham) minipigs impairs the interpretation of this experiment. More importantly, the microclimate adjacent to the intestinal brush border (aka, “the unstirred water layer”) is known to retain a high sodium concentration even when luminal sodium concentration is markedly reduced. Saltzman et al. did demonstrate in vivo that glucose absorption was minimally affected when the sodium concentration in the lumen was as low as 2.5 instead of 140 mEq/L. Second, Baud et al. showed that addition of NaCl (or bile) in isolated alimentary limb spontaneously increased glucose uptake. It would have been necessary to directly compare glucose uptake in the presence or absence of exogenous NaCl (or bile). In addition; “a significant part of the endogenous intestinal sodium originates in the stomach with bicarbonate secretion”, as mentioned by the authors themselves. The gastric pouch created by RYGB is still functional and gastric secretions are likely to be conserved after surgery. Moreover, in everyday life, a non-negligible quantity of sodium is absorbed during meals (e.g., 3.6 g/day in the US). It is thus difficult to extrapolate the results obtained in isolated alimentary limb of fasted minipigs to what happens during meals in RYGB patients.
Finally Baud et al. reported that addition of 2 g of NaCl in a mixed meal of conscious RYGB minipigs doubles their postprandial glucose excursion. Once again a direct comparison with sham minipigs is lacking. Nevertheless this dramatic result suggests for the first time a considerable effect of exogenous NaCl in glucose absorption after RYGB since it is far greater than previously observed in non-operated minipigs or humans.

In conclusion, we are really impressed by the work done by Baud et al. despite the lack of controls, which impairs the thorough analysis of their data. Even if the hypothesis proposed by Pattou, Daoudi and Baud to explain their data and ours is appealing, at the present stage we would be very careful in saying that the alimentary limb cannot absorb glucose. We would be even more careful in defining this feature as a determinant factor of postprandial glucose response in RYGB patients.